TurnAid Pullsheet
Material:

100% Cotton

Use:
TurnAid Pullsheet is used together with TurnAid Slide sheet for TurnAid turning system T2 and T3, and is mounted
on the 2 rollers of the system.
Placement of Turning Sheet:
Turn on the TurnAid.
Fold both sides of the system so both motor rolls will turn upwards.
Turn each motor roll so the Velcro tape appears on the top side of the roll.
Place the turning sheet in the middle of the bed, with the Velcro tapes on each side of the sheet along the rolls.
REMEMBER to place the sheet with its bottom side downwards, so its Velcro tapes also turn downwards.
Starting with the upper
sheet corner, attach the
Velcro tape to the roll in
one sliding movement
while
your
hand
straightens the sheet all
the way down to the
bottom end.

The sheet must turn across the top
side of the roller, to ensure a
correct direction of the sheet when
you operate the rolls. A wrong
placement may cause the patient’s
arms, fingers or others to be
trapped between the sheet and the
roll. The control only provides a low
power to the motors in the
tightening direction and they will
stop in case there is any overload
in this direction.

Tighten in approx. ¾
of the sheet on the
motor roll by

Tighten the turning sheet on the

pressing
or
on the hand control.
Attach the turning
sheet to the Velcro
tape on the opposite
motor roll.

motor roll by pressing
or
until it is straight on the mattress
with its dark stitching in the middle
of the mattress.
RECOMMENDATION: If possible,
keep the sheet’s dark stitching in
the middle of the mattress. This
ensures the same amount of sheet
on both sides.

Cleaning:
80o Machine wash. Shrinks app. 4%
Tumble dry at normal temperature
Ironing at middle temperature
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